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ABSTRACT: A drone is equipped with a microcontroller and battery pack for 

controlling the function of drone. This drone is used for weather monitoring using 

sensor like temperature, humidity, gas. A temperature sensor is attached to the 

drone to monitor the atmosphere temperature, a humidity sensor is also connected 

to the drone for measuring the moisture or humidity of the atmosphere and a gas 

sensor is utilized in the drone for detecting the CO2 level in atmosphere.  The sense 

data will send to user smartphones using communication unit. Drone is operated 

by user using smartphone application. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In spite of the fact that humankind has multiplied in the twentieth century [1], it has 

made a significant degree of harm the earth [2]. The innovation [3] which was 

worked for the accommodation of humanity has by implication put colossal weight 

on the earth and has contributed essentially to a worldwide temperature alteration 

which itself plays as an impetus for approaching calamities [4]. Thus, it is basic that 

we guarantee successful observation of nature so as to contain the harm caused to it 

[5], and furthermore successfully manage any approaching catastrophe through 

appropriate observing [6], one method for doing this is through drone [7]. Drones 

offer endless favorable circumstances over kept an eye on flying machines, limiting 
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the dangers what's more, the costs engaged with having a live team installed [8]. In 

this commitment, we have made a financially savvy and expandable drone, which 

can be utilized to screen the climate [9]. Contamination control offices in nations 

can even fly such a machine over mechanical regions so as to keep beware of the 

outflow levels of the ventures [10]. This would without a doubt help us over the long 

haul in handling with an Earth-wide temperature boost, and help diminish the carbon 

impression of a nation [11]. The paper closes by examining the significance of 

drones later on.  

 

WORKING 

 

The drone is operated using smartphone application platform wherein a 

communication unit is utilized on the drone for developing communication between 

user smartphone application and the drone. A temperature sensor is attached to the 

drone to monitor the atmosphere temperature, a humidity sensor is also connected 

to the drone for measuring the moisture or humidity of the atmosphere and a gas 

sensor is utilized in the drone for detecting the CO2 level in atmosphere. A 

microcontroller is installed in the drone to process the data from the sensors and send 

the data to user smartphone using communication unit. After getting the required 

data about the weather or climate condition user will determine the weather 

condition using existing data. 

 

RESULT & CONCLUSION 

 

This drone is used for weather monitoring and send the collected data of weather to 

user for determine the weather condition which is suitable or not. This drone will 

be operated by smartphone application and a microcontroller install on the drone. 
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